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ABSTRACT 

~ ZL 

The Ontarto Ministry of Transportation and Com
munications conducted tests of nine truck com
binations with one, two. or three trailers in either 
A-, B-, or C-train configuration under the auspices 
of the CCMTA/RTAC Vehicle Weights and Dimen
sions Study. These tests provided a wealth of data 
on the vehicle response in a variety of manoeuvres 
over a wide speed range. 

Computer simulations. using the actual measured 
steer input, were conducted with the UMTRI 
yaw I roil non-linear vehicle dynamics Simulation 
program. This work necessitated improvements to 
both the capability and effiCiency of the yaw lroil 
program. Input data sets were prepared to repre
sent the actual test vehicles. The physical dimen
sions and mass properties of the test vehicles were 
measured. and generic suspension and tire 
properties were selected fromlJM'I'RI's laboratory 
measurements performed on behalf of the Vehicle 
Weights and Dimensions Study. 

This paper summarizes the modifications made to 
the yaw I roil program and comparisons between 
simulation and test responses of the nine vehicles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The effects of weight and dimension parameters 
on heavy truck stability and control and on pave
ment response was examined in the 
CCMTA/RI'AC Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
Study. The objective of the study was to compile 
technical information that. with an earlier study 
of the effects of heavy trucks on bridge loading (1), 
would provide a basis for the provinces to amend 
their truck weight and dimension regulations. The 
goal was to simplify interprovincial trucking 
through greater unifonnity in these regulations. 

The truck population of Canada was surveyed {2}, 
and six generic families were defined, based on the 

number of trailers and hitching methods. One 
vehicle in common use in at least some provinces 
was selected as representative of each family and 
designated as the baseline vehicle configuration. 
Each baseline vehicle served as a yardstick againSt 
which variations in weight. dimenSion, or eqUip
ment were to be evaluated by means of a com
prehensive sertes of computer simulations. The 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Com
munications (MTC) was asked to test the six 
baseline vehicles plus three tractor-trailer com
binations and compare the results With the com
puter simulation of the tested vehicles as part of 
its contrtbution to the study. . 

Test results are presented in References :3 to 12. 
This paper deals with the computer simulation 
aspect of the tested vehicles, using the University 
of Michigan Transportation Research Institute's 
(UMTRI's) yaw I roil program. 

The main objective was to conduct computer 
simulations using the measured test inputs and 
actual vehicle unit properties, to demonstrate that 
Simulation can represent vehicle responses for a 
wide range of vehicles and test manoeuvres. 

A secondruy objective was to demonstrate that a 
comprehensive simulation program, if properly 
modified. can be run in a mini-computer at a 
reasonable execution speed. 

This paper summarizes the modifications made to 
the UMTRI yaw I roil program and the comparative 
study between computer simulation and test 
responses of the nine vehicles. 

2. TEST VEmCLES 

The set of vehicles was defined and provided to 
MTC by the study. Nine configurations were 
selected from the generic families: 
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45 ft semi, vehicle dimensions 
FIGURE la 

A~tram double, vehicle dimen.sions 
FIGURE 111 

:s.t:ram double, vehicle dimensions 
FIGURE lc 

C-b'am double. vehicle dimensions 
FIGURE Id 
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® 5-axle 48 it semi 

® 6-axle 48 ft semi 

® 7 -axle 48 ft semi 

Il!I A-train double 

Il!I B-train double 

@ C-train double 

e A-train triple 

E.ach test vehicle consisted ofthe MTC Fre!ghtl:!ner 
as the prime mover and the trailer or traiier COffi

b:!nation being tested. Except for the triple COffi

b:!nations which had van-type trailers with a single 

A-tram. triple, vehicle dimensions 

FIGURE le 

C-tram triple. vehicle dimensions 
FIGURE 1f 
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5~rude 48 ft semi, vehicle dimensions 
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btnations which had van-type trailers with a Single 
axle supported by a single-leaf spring suspension, 
all other conflgurations employed flatbed trailers 
with a tandem or triple axle supported by multi
leaf spring suspensions wit."l torque rods and 
equalizer arms. In the case of t.he 6- and 7-axle 
48 ft (14.63 m) serrJ., additional axles were sup
ported by air suspensions. Each converter doily 
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6-axle 48 it semi, vehicle dimensions 

FIGURE in 

had a single axle supported by leaf spr..ng suspen
sions. Det.ail descriptions of the individual vehicle 
units can be found in Reference 14, Figure 1 gives 
the dimensions of all the vehicles being examined. 
Physical properties of the various vehicle units are 
shown in Table 1. The Freightliner front axle used 
MichelinXZAradlal tires. size IlR24.5.1oad range 
G. and the drive axles used MichelinXM+S4 radial 
ttres, load range G, size IlR24.5. 
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Table 1 ~ Physical properties of the va.rious vehicle umt& 

spn.w.g mertiit Nm sec2 (lb in sec2) 
Vehicle man C.G. height ~ ~ Izz 
unit kg (lb) m (in) 

MIC 6124 1.13 2600 22030 28245 
Freightliner (13500) (44.5) (23000) (l95000) (250 000) 

45 it 19605 1.69 22088 420490 434 218 
Semi (43222) (66.5) (195500) {3 721 BOO} (3843345) 

5-axle 21244 1.58 22044 500000 510580 
48 ft semi (46834) (62.3) (195116) (4426300) (4519200) 

6-axle 27950 1.74 26375 502880 515430 
48 ft semi (61614) (68.5) (233450) (4451 100) (4562170) 

7-axle 33980 1.76 27250 567560 581920 
48 ft semi (74914) (69.1) (241 183) (5023560) (5150 611) 

B-train 16960 1.68 18770 161285 171 579 
lead trailer (37390) (66. Dj (166 130) ( 1 421 500} (1518680) 

B-train 18100 1.73 18940 113594 123820 
rear trailer (39900) (58.0) (167630) (1005444) (l00594O) 

A- or C-train 15920 1.66 17963 110 321 120916 
double trailer (35 100) (66.5) (159000) (976530) (1070250) 

A-train 790 0.86 190 435 551 
double dolly (l74O) (34.0) 1684} (3 S55} (4883) 

C-trah'"l 680 0.90 120 407 477 
dolly (1 500) (35.6) (1055) (3600) (4225) 

A-train 610 0.90 106 355 415 
triple dolly (1345) 35,6) (940) [3 145) (3670) 

A- or C-train 13517 1.64 21353 101680 106935 
triple trailer (29800) (64.5) (l890(0) (900 COOl (946 500) 
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MichelinXZAradial tires. size llR22.5, load range 
H. were used on all trailer and dolly units. Con
crete blocks were used to load the traller unit to 
achieve axle loads specified by the study. Table 2 
shows the axle loads of the nine configurations. 
Outriggers were installed on.each trailer to llinit 
the roll angle to about 7", and safety cables were 
installed to limit the articulation between unIts as 
safety measures to minimize damage to the 
vehicles. 

3. SIMULATION PROGRAM 

3.1 YAW IROLL MODEL 

The yaw I roil model is one of the simulation 
programs developed at UMTRI to study the direc
tional and roll response of multi-articulated com
mercial vehicles in the time domain (15). The 
model was designed to simulate a general truck
train combination of up to four vehicle units, with 
a total of 11 axles distributed in any arbitrary 
configuration, except with a single tractor front 
axle. The vehicle model was developed based on 
the following assumptions: 

G Each vehicle unit consists of a rtgid body 
sprung mass and a number of beam axles as 

Table 2 - Axle load of various configurations 

unsprung masses connected to the sprung 
mass through compliant suspensions. 

• The vehicle is moving at a constant forward 
speed on a horizontal surface with a uniform 
frictional characteristic. 

$ Each sprung mass has five degrees of freedom 
in the lateral, vertical, roll, pitch. and yaw 
directions, whereas each unsprung mass is 
capable only of Toll and bounce with respect to 
the sprung mass. 

• Pitch motion of the vehicle is assumed to be 
small, such that sin ($s - $u) and cos (~ - q,u) 
can be apprOximated by $8 - $u and I, 
respectively. 

• The relative roll displacement between the 
sprung mass and the unsprung mass is small, 
such that sin and cos are approximated by 
respectively. 

G The forces between the sprung mass and the 
unsprung mass are assumed to be transmitted 
through the ron centre of each axle, located 
directly undeTIleath the sprung mass and free 
to move in the vertical axis of the unsprung 
mass. 

Axle load kg (lb) 
Vehicle 

1 2 3 4- ($ 6 7 8 type 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 ft 5118 6114- 6114 
semi (11260) (13450) (13450) 

A-train 5121 5327 5486 
double (11 280) (11 720) (12010) 

B-h-aln 4991 6082 5723 
double (10980) (13380) (12590) 

C-train 5127 5445 5464 
double (11 280) (11 980J (12020) 

A-train 5286 5914 5168 
triple (11630] (13010) (11 370) 

C-trafn 5286 5914- 5168 
triple (11 630) (13010) (11370) 

5-axle 5055 7336· 6827 
48 ft semi (11 120) (16 120) (15020) 

6-axle 5373 7505 6809 
48 ft semi (11 820J (16510) (14980) 

7-axle 5255 7923 7232 
48 ft sen-.i (11560) (17430) (15910) 
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6882 6977 
(15 140) (15350) 

5250 6882 
(11550) (15 140J 

1864 7827 
(17300) (17220j 

5664 6536 
(12460) {l43801 

7800 8073 
(17 160) (17760) 

7800 8295 
(17 160) (18250) 

7618 7573 
(167600 (16660) 

7396 7714 
(16270) (l6970) 

7464 8177 
(16420) (17990) 

7400 
16280} 

7232 
(15910) 

7727 
(17000) 

7964 
(17520) 

7964 
(17520) 

6746 
(14840) 

6577 
(14470) 

6936 
(15260) 

7536 
(16580] 

6814 
(14990J 

8005 
(17610) 

8227 
(18 lOO) 

7250 
(15950) 

5291 
(11640) 

5509 
(12 120) 

5891 
(12960j 

7732 
(17 010) 

7732 
(17 OWl 



@ Each suspension is independent of other 
suspensions , such that inter-axle load 
transfer of loa d -sharing suspensions is 
neglected. 

e The principal axes of inertia of the sprung and 
unsprung masses coincide with their 
respective body-fixed co-ordinate system. 

@ Sprung masses are connected by one of four 
hitc...~ mechanisms: pintle hook, kingpin. fifth 
wheel, or inverted fifth wheel. With the pintle 
hook mechanism. the trailing unit is capable 
of bou nce. roll. yaw. and pitch with respect to 
the lead unit. The kingpin connection allows 
only yaw motions between the leading and 
trailing units. Both the fifth wheel and inverted 
fifth wheel allow each unit to roll, pitch, and 
yaw with respect to one another. 

Details of the mathematics ofthe equations of mo
Hon can be found in Reference 15. 

State-of-the-art simulation techniques were im
plemented in the model, and the following special 
features were included in the yaw/roll program: 

@ non-linear tire characteristics of the tire-road 
interface in the form of cornering force and 
aligning moment as a function of slip angle and 
vertical axle load by lookup tables; 

@ non-linear suspension characteristics in the 
form ofload versus deflection by lookup tables; 

@ simulation in either the open-loop mode using 
steer angle input or the closed-loop mode 
using a predefined vehicle trajectory as input 
data; 

@ self-steering axle and B-dolly configuration; 

e four types of hitch mechanism: pintle hook, 
kingpin, conventional fifth wheel. and inverted 
fifth wheel. 

With these features. the most complex configura
tion that can be simulated is a C-train double with 
a steerable axle at the B-doUy. 

3.2 MODIFICATION 

Figure 2 shows a simpJjfted flowchart ofthe UMTRI 
yaw Iron program. which consists of a main 
program and a number of subroutines within one 
program code. The original program operated on 
IBM mainframe eqUipment. To install the yaw /ro11 

program on a modest minicomputer such as the 
HP-lOOO A700 used by MTC for test data acquisi
tion and processing, a substantial amount of 
modification was required to reduce program size 
and obtain a reasonable execution speed. The 
modifications made to the original yaw I roll 
program can be divided into four different areas, 
namely, I/O structure, program size reduction, 
computation changes, and program augmenta
tion. 

3.2.1 I/O Structure 
The new program has a f:!Ked field input format for 
all parameters so that the input data set is 
readable. The input data set was split into two, one 
for the vehicle parameters and the other for the 
vehicle operating conditions. The purpose of this 
new arrfu'1gement was to facilitate simulation of 
test runs by defining the operating conditions of 
the vehicle in a separate file. 

The output section of the yaw/roll program was 
completely restructured. Instead of printmg all the 
simulation responses, the user now defines exact
ly which parameters are required. and the respon
ses are stored in a file with the same format as the 
test data. Thus. simulation and test responses can 
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VEH!CLE ! 
I PARAMETERS ! 
L ____ --1 

r-- --, 
! HPCG I Fer 
I ETC. I 
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L ____ ~ 

INPUT 
SEGMENT 

COMPUTATiON 
SEGMENT 

UMTRI :raw Iroll program, Simplified flowchart 
FIGU'RE 2 
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be compared readily. The output of the simulation 
has been converted to metric units. 

3.2.2 hogram Size Reduction 
The following steps were taken to reduce the core 
requirement of the yawl roll program: 

$ Similar subroutines. such as FORrAB and 
ALTAB, were combined through code 
generalization. 

C!I The closed-loop drtvermodel. together with the 
supporting subroutines, was deleted from the 
program. 

ill Irrelevant subroutines and variables were 
deleted. 

® The number of tire types allowed was reduced 
from 11 to 2. 

@ The output array dimensions were reduced 
from (18,14,45) to (l8,14} by virtue of the I/O 
structural change. 

@ Program code was Simplified to eliminate some 
Variable arrays. 

® D:lmensions of the matrices were redefined to 
store only non-zero pa..rtitions. 

As a result of all these changes, the size of the 
yaw I roll program was greatly :reduced so that it 
could fit the llmtted memory of the HP-lOOO. 

3.2.3 Computaticm Cod.ing 
The changes described in this section were respon
sible for the improvement in execution speed of the 
yaw IroIl program. The program code was 
s:lmplified to minimiZe the number of computer 
operations because the FOR1RAN compiler did not 
provide object code optimization. This reduced ex
ecution time and program size. The matrix arith
metic was modified to include only the non -zero 
calculations. Again. this reduced both size and ex
ecution time of the program. The hardware vector 
instructions of the HP~ 1000 A700 were also used 
throughout the computation, where appropriate. 
A search subroutine was added to "remember" the 
current index for the non-linear table lookups to 
min:lmize the amount of searching. 

3.2.4 Program Augmentation 
Because of the changes made in the matr..x com
putation, the program could be extended to allow 
Simulation of an A-train triple combination. which 
has six sprung masses, without requiring a large 
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increase in memory. Additional features such as a 
twin-steer front axle had previously been imple
mented. The pintle hook representation was 
modified to include a vertical constraint so that it 
was more representative of the actual physical sys
tem. A subroutine was included to convert lateral 
acceleration from the unit's centre of mass to any 
other location to facilitate comparison between 
test and simulation results. 

With the latest improved version of the B-doUy 
model developed at UMTRI, the MTC version of the 
yaw Iroil program could now be used to simulate a 
C-traln triple with steerable axles. 

3.2.5 MTC Yaw IRoll Program 
Figure 3 shows the simplified flowchart of the im
proved yaw lroll program. S:lmulation is initiated 
by program SIMDA, which, in turn, starts program 
YAWF(f and then waits for the simulation results. 
Program YAWFIT has a similar function to the 
original yaw I roil program in that it reads in all the 
vehicle parameters and operating conditions by 
subroutine INPOT and performs the integration by 
HPCGT. However, upon completion of each time 
step, results of the simulation are sent to program 
SIMDA. which then puts the result into the ap
propriate array for eventual storage in a file on 
disk. 

8 

I 
i 

I 
I 

I I 

MTC yaw Iron program, simpWled flowchart 
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3.3 DATA SOURCE 

Two types of data are required as input to the 
simulation model: the vehicle parameters and the 
operating parameters. The vehicle parameters can 
further be sep8J.'"ated into two groups: the physical 
properties and dimensions of the vehicle; and the 
mechanical properties of the suspension system, 
the tire-road interface. and the steerf.ng charac
teristics of the B-dolly self-steering axle. 

As far as the vehicle parameters are concerned. all 
dimensIons were measured from the vehicle on the 
test track. 

Axle loads were obtained by a portable scale placed 
directly underneath the tires. Mass properties 
were estimated from the structural components 
and accessories of the vehicle unit, including the 
payloads. 

The mechanical properties of the suspension sys
tem a.Yld the tire characteristics were taken from 
laboratory measurements performed by UMTRI on 
behalf of the Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
Study (16). The suspension compliance was rep
resented by a non-linear force deflection table, 
whereas the tire characteristics were represented 
by non-linear cornering force and aligning torque 
as a function of sIdeslip and axle load, also in the 
form of lookup tables. The a-dolly axle steering 
characteristics were represented by a torque steer 
table. 

The vehicle operating parameters were chosen 
directly from the processed test data. The steer 
angle input was picked from the test data at a fixed 
time step, typically 0.1 s. The forvvard speed was 
determined as the average speed of the vehicle over 
a period of 1 s, immediately before the start of the 
steer input. The initial yaw angle and yaw rate of 
the tractor were taken directly from the test data 
at the start of the steer input. Other initial condi
tions were assumed to be zero. 

Computer stmulations were conducted for each of 
the nine vehicles in sinusoidal steer, lane change, 
and steady circular turn manoeuvres over a wide 
range of operating conditions. Due to the scope of 
this paper, it is not possible to present the simula
tion results of all nine vehicles in each of the three 
manoeuvres. However, effort has been made to in
clude at least one configuration from each generic 
family to demonstrate the effectiveness of com-

puter simulation in the prediction ofthe direction
al and roll responses in either one of the three 
manoeuvres. Additional stmulation results can be 
found in Reference 14. Due to lack of measured 
data for the steertng properties efthe Sauer's axle 
used on the B-dollies, the laboratory-measured 
steering characteristics of a Ceschi axle, which 
was conSidered closest to the Sauer's axle, from 
UMTRI's data bank were used in the Simulation of 
all C-traill configurations. 

4.1 LANE CHANGE 

Tne lane change on a standard highway requires 
a steer input similar to the sinusoidal steer. The 
amplitude ef the steer input must be such that a 
Sidestep of 3.66 m (12 ftl is achieved if the vehicle 
starts in the centre of one lane and moves over to 
the centre of an adj acent lane. This test is repre~ 
sentative of an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre on 
a multl1ane highway. where the sudden ap
pearance of an obstacle necessitates a fast lane 
change to the left. 

The test course was laid out on a high-friction sur
fCj;ce. as shown in Figure 4. The 30 m (98 ft) gate 
was selected so that speeds at the limits of stability 
for all vehicles would be ill the range of 70 to 90 
km/h. The vehicle was loaded, and the driver ap
proached the course at constant speed. The 
driver's task was to manoeuvre the vehicle through 
the gate while maintaining speed, without loss of 
control or contact of any of the cones by the 
vehicle. A sequence of runs was conducted at in
creasing speeds until the vehicle became unstable 
by roliover or there was an unacceptable trailer 
swing out of lane, defined here as in excess of 1 m. 
The test was terminated at 100 km/h. even lithe 
vehicle was still able to complete the manoeuvre 
successfully. 

4.1.1 45 it Semi 
Computer Simulation was conducted for the 45 ft 
(13.72 m) semi executing the lane change 
manoeuvre at various speeds ranging from 47 to 

Lane change manoeuvre cotu'Se 
FIGURE 4 
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100 km/h. Figure 5 compares the responses of 
simulation and test at a speed of 72 km/h. In this 
and subsequent vehicle response figures. dotted 
lines denote simulation responses and solid lines 
denote test responses. There is, m general. good 
agreement in the directional response of the 
vehicle units, even though there are some small 
differences between the peak responses of lateral 
acceleration of both the tractor and traiier. The roll 
angle responses of the tractor and tratler predicted 
by the simulation are slightly higher than the test 
responses, but the amplitudes are too small to be 
significant and the correlation is good, Similar 
agreement was found at other speeds. 

4.1.2 B-Train Double 
The B-train double was sJrnulated for speeds rang
ing from 47 to 89 km/h. With the "standard" tire 
characteristics, there was no agreement between 
simulation and test responses for the three vehicle 
units. By replacing the tire characteristics at the 
tractor drive axles with that of a "worn" tire. the 
Simulation agreed well with the test result, as 
shown in Figure 6. There is excellent agreement in 
the directional response and fairly good agreement 
in the roll response of the first and second trailer 
with the "improved" tire characteristics. Similar 
agreement was found at ot.her speeds, even though 

... , 
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3 
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45 it semi. single lane change responses 

at 72 mIll 
FIGURE 5 
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the simulated responses appeared to have a higher 
damping at the end of the manoeuvre at higher 
speeds, possibly due to change of tire characteris
tic at higher speed. 

4.1.3 c.Train Double 
Figure 7 shows the lane-change response of the C
train double predicted by the simulation superim
posed on the test result for a speed of 72 km/h. In 
this and subsequent simulation ofthe C-train con
figurations. the steering characteristicS of the Ces
chi axle were used for the B-dollies because of a 
lack of measured data for the steering properties 
of the Sauer axle. There is excellent agreement in 
the lateral acceleration response of all vehicle 
units throughout the manoeuvre. The vehicle 
showed a significant amount of second trailer 
swing after the trailer reached the left lane, and 
the simulation model predicted a similar response, 
It can be seen that the Simulation model produced 
an excellent prediction of the dolly steer angle 
throughout the entire lane-Change manoeuvre. 
Similar results were found at higher speeds, al
though the level of agreement deteriorated at the 
end of the manoeuvre, possibly due to the change 
in tire characteristics as a function of speed. 

-s :. ':= : . 
G 4 e S2 
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B-uain dOUble, single lame change 

responses at 63 km/h (refuted 

tire characteristics) 
FIGURE Sa 
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(>train double, single lane change 
responses at 72 km/n 

FIGURE7a 

Cwualn double, single lane change 
responses at 72 kmlh 

FIGURE7b 
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C~tram triple, single lane change 
responses at 63 km/h 

FIGURE8a 
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4.1.4 C-TnlIin Triple 
Computer simulation of the lane change 
manoeuvre for the C-traln triple was conducted 
between speeds of 35 and 89 km/h, at which point 
the test vehicle response became unacceptable. 
Figure 8 compares the simulation and test respon
ses at a speed of 63 km/h. There is close agree
ment in the directional response, and the first 
dolly steer angle response. While the simulation 
model predicted a similar steer response at the 
second dolly. the test data showed a very small 
steer angle. The difference in peak roll angle 
response is believed to result from transducer ac
curacy and the torsional rigidity of the vehicle 
units. Again, there is a good correlation in the roll 
angle responses between test and simulation. 
Similar agreement was found at other speeds. 

4.1.5 7-Axle 48 ft Semi 
The 7-axle 48 ft (14.63 m} semi was tested from 47 
to 100 km/h. With this configuration, simulation 
using the "standard" tire characteriStics for all 
axles did not predict similar response as the test 
measurement. as shown in Figure 9. By changing 
the tire characteristics at the tractor drive axles 
and the third and fourth axle of the trailer with 
similar tire characteristics as that used for the B
Train double, the Simulation responses were made 
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to agree well with the test results. Figure 10 com
pares the simulation and test responses at a speed 
of 92 km/h. There is excellent agreement in the 
directional responses of both the tractor and 
trailer, and the only parameters that do not have 
complete agreement are the roll angle responses 
of the tractor and trailer. However, they are small 
and there is a good correlation between Simulation 
and test response. Similar agreement was found 
at other speeds. 

The steady Circular turn course was laid out using 
traffic cones on a dry high-friction surface. as 
shown in Figure 11. The circle had a radius of 50 
ID (164 ft), with a 100 m (328 ft) long entry spiral. 
The vehicle was loaded, and the driver followed the 
approach at a specified constant speed, entered 
the circular turn as smoothly as possible, and fol
lowed on the outside for 90 to 180, or as long as 
possible. A sequence of runs was conducted at in
creasing speeds until the vehicle became unstable 
by roUaver qr trailer swing or the driver could not 
maintain either the desired trajectory or the speed. 

It became evident after the Simulation of a few 
vehicle configurations that the tire characteristics 

C-tram triple, single lane change 
responses at 63 km/h 

FIGURE Se 



7 -axle 48 ft semi. single lane change 
responses at 72 km/It 

FIGURE 9 
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7 ~ule 48 ft semi, single lane change 
responses a.t 92 km/h 

FIGURE 10 

at the tractor drive axle had to be modified to 
achieve better agreement in the steady-state 
response between test and simulation of all the 
vehicles. The tire characteristics chosen for the 
drive axle of the tractor were the same as those 
usedfortheB-traindouble and 7-axle 48 ft (14.63 
m) semi in the lane change manoeuvre. 

4.2.1 C~Tram Double 
Figure 12 compares the steady circular turn 
response of the C-train double between Simulation 
and test at a speed of 55 km/h. Excellent agree-

Stead.y circular turn course 
FIGURE 11 

Cwtrun double, steady circular turn 
responses at 55 kmlh 

FIGURE 12a 

) 
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ment is seen for lateral acceleration of all vehicle 
units. tractor yaw angle, first trailer articulation, 
and the roll responses. The difference between test 
and simulation in the dolly steer angle is not 
known at this stage. Stmflar agreement between 
simulation and test responses was found at oilier 
speeds. 

4 .2.2 Cm'rrain Trlple 
Computer simulation was conducted for the C
train triple in the steady ctrcular turn manoeuvre 
at each test speed. Figure 13 compares the vehicle 
responses at a speed of 47 km/h. There is excel
lent agreement for lateral acceleration of all the 
vehicle units and good agreement for the ron angle. 
except for the thlrd trailer roll, which was drifting. 
Excellent agreement can also be observed between 
test and simulation in the tractoryaw angle, trailer 
articulations, and the first dolly steer angle. While 
the simulation model predicted a similar steer 
response at the second dolly. the test result 
showed a different steer pattern, whIch is a little 
doubtful. Similar agreement between test and 
Simulation was obtained at other vehicle speeds. 

4.2.3 6-Axle 48 ft Semi 
Computer s:lmulations were conducted for the 6-
axle 48 ft 04.63 m} semi undergOing a steady cir-
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C-trwn double. steady circular turn 
responses at 55 km/b. 

FIGURE 12b 

cuIar turn for a number of vehicle speeds, ranging 
from 35 to 63 kn1./h. during which the traller ex
perienced a heavy touchdown of the outrtgger. 
With this vehicle configuration. tires squealed 
even at the lower speeds, indicating that there was 
significant tire skiddirtg along the Circular path. 
Figure 14 compares the responses at a speed of 55 
km/h. There was excellent agreement in the direc
tional and roll responses of both the tractor and 
semitra1ler. Test observation indicated that, at thIs 
speed, the inner wheels of one semitratler axle 
were airborne. Similar agreement between Simula
tion and test responses was obtained up to the 
threshold of instability. 

4.2.4 7-AJde 48 ft Semi 
Computer s:lmulation of the 7-axle 48 ft (14.63 m} 
semI was conducted at speeds of 35,40, 47, and 
55 km/h for the steady circular turn manoeuvre. 
Results of the simulation indIcated that. with the 
existing tire characteristics, the simulation model 
failed to produce a close prediction of the lateral 
acceleration response of the vehicle even at a low 
speed of 35 km/h. Figure 15 compares the vehicle 
response between test and Simulation at a speed 
of 35 km/h. Test observation revealed that some 
of the tires at the trailer reannost axle had 
developed an irregular wear pattern resulting from 
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C-train triple, steady circular turn 
responses at 4., km/h 

FIGURE 13a 
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C-tram triple, steady circular turn 
responses at 47 km/h 

FIGURE 13b 

Catrain triple, steady d.rcmar turn 
responses at 4-7 km/h 

FIGURE 13c 

6-we 48 ft semi steady circular turn 
responses at 35 km/h 

FIGURE 14 

7 Gwe 4S it semi circular turn 
responses at 35 km/it 
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the earlier test of the 5- and 6-rude configurations 
of this combination. It is likely that these tires had 
a very different cornermg characteristic than that 
used in the simulation, especially for this 
manoeuvre. Due to the scope of this work. no fur
ther attempt was tnade to refme the tire data for 
this vehide. However, it is believed that better 
agreement between simulation and test response 
could be obtatned by reducing the tire cornering 
capacity at the semi-trailer's rearm.ost axle, 

In this manoeuvre. the driver approached an open 
high -friction test area at constant speed 'With a 
loaded vehicle and executed a sinusoidal steer 
input at the steering wheel. This created a 
sinusoidal lateral acceleration input at the tractor, 
which resulted in a Sidestep to the left dependent 
on the speed fu1.d steer amplitude, a vehicle trajec
tory similar to the single lane change. The 
sinusoidal steer was simply a standard input used 
to detennine the vehicle's stability characteristics. 

The test was run at speeds of 63, 84, and 94 km/h, 
which were the actual speeds in the gear that came 
closest to the target speeds of 60, 80, and 100 
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A-train double, sm:il,Soidal steer responses at 
63 km/h, S.8 is steer period 

FIGURE l6a 
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km/ h. Steer periods within the range of 1 to 5 s 
were used. 

4.3.1 A-'fi"ahl Double 
Simulation of the sinusoidal steer manoeuvre of 
the A-train double was conducted at 63 and 94 
km/h. 

Figure 16 shows excellent agreement between 
simulation and test results for the lateral accelera
tion and articulation responses of all the vehicle 
units at a speed of 63 km/h. The difference in the 
dolly articulation angle is due to malfunction of 
the articulation measuling device at the pintle 
hook. Sttnilar agreement between test and Simula
tion was obtained with different steer periods. 

The stability of various configurations can be sum
ll".ar1zed in terms of rearward amplification, which 
is the ratio of the lateral acceleration of the rear
most milt to that of the tractor, Figure 17 com
pares the rearward amplification of the A-train 
double as a function of steer period at 63 and 94 
km/h. In this and subsequent figures for the rear
ward amplification, the symbol plus represents 
test results and the square represents simulation 
results. Both the test and Simulation results show 
a similar trend in the rearward amplification as a 
function of steer period for both vehicle speeds. 

A-tram. double. smusoidalsteer responses at 

63 km/h, S.8 is steer period 
FIGU'RE lSb 



4.3.2 iV:rrmn. Nple 
S1mulations were performed at the vehicle speeds 
of 63, 84, and 94 krn/h with the sinusoidal steer 
manoeuvre for the A-train triple at different steer 
periods. Figure 18 shows the compartson of the 
dynamic responses of the A-train triple between 
simulation and test results at 84 km/h. with a 
steer period of 2 s . Simulation results for the direc
tional response of all the vehicle units agree wen 
with the test responses, and there Is good correla
tion for the roll responses at 84 km/h. The dif
ference in first-dolly lateral acceleration was 
possibly due to the roll response of the A-dolly. 
Simulation results indicated that. at 94 km/h, the 
simulation model can sttil predict the dynamic 
responses of the test vehicle. except that the 
simulation predicted a higher damping at the end 
of the steering manoeuvre. Similar agreement was 
found at other operating conditions. Figure 19 
shows the simulated rearward amplification su
perimposed on that of the test results as a func
tion steer period at 63, 84, and 94 km/h. There is 
a definite agreement between test and simulation 
in the trend of rearward ampli,.'kation as a func
tion of steer period. 

4.3.3 is-Axle 48 ft Semi 
Both computer simulation and test were con
ducted for the 5-axle semi with the sinusoidal 
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A- train double rearward amplification 

vs steer period 

FIGURE 17 

steer manoeuvre at 63, 84, and 94 km/h. Figures 
20. 21, and 22 show the Simulated response su
pelimposed on the test results at 63, 84, and 94 
km/h, respectively. with a steer period :In the 2 to 
3 s range. There is excellent agreement in the 
directional response of all the vehicle units below 
84 km/h. Although Simulation did not predict the 
measured peak roll angle of the tractor and trailer, 
there was a good correlation in the roll response. 
At 94 km/h, the model predicted a somewhat dif
ferent response than the test responses. This is 
possibly due to the difference in the tire charac
teristics between test and Simulation, which 
showed up when the vehicle was operating at 
higher speed. Simtlar agreement was obtained at 
the other steer perfods. Figure 23 shows the com
parison of the trailer rearward amplification as a 
function of steer perfod between simulation and 
test results at 63, 84. and 94 km/h. There is ex
cellent agreement in the trend of the rearward 
amplification with respect to steer period between 
test and Simulation for the three speeds examined. 

5. DISCUSSION 

One of the maj or concerns facing the transfer of a 
relatively large computer program from a 
mainframe to a minicomputer is the execution 

A-train triple. sinusoidal steer responses at 

84 km/h, 2.0 s steer period 

FIGURE 18a 
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A-train triple. sinusoidal steer responses at 
84 km/h. 2.0 s steer period 

FIGURE lSb 

A-train triple. sinusoidal steer responses 
at 84 km/h, 2.0 s steer period 

FIGURE 18c 
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A-tram triple :rearward ampW'icat!on 
vs steer period 

FIGURE 19 
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5-u:le 48 ft semi, sinusoidal steer responses 
at 63 km/h, 2.0 s steer period 

FIGURE 20 



IS-axle 48 ft semi, sinusoidal steer :responses at 
84 km/h, 2.7 s steer period 

FIGURE 21 
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5-ule 48 ft semi, sinussoidal steer responses 
at 94 km/h, 3.0 s steer period 

FIGURE 22 

speed. With the onginal yaw/roll program, the 
execution speed was painfully slow. The speed 
ratio for an 8-axle tractor sem!trailer was 400: 1. 
In other words, the program required 400 s of 
computing time to generate 1 s of data. After all. 
the code simplification. reduction in matrix al
gebra. a.'1.d use of vector instructions. the execu~ 
tion speed :ratio was improved to about 100: l. 
Thus, the new version was four times faster than 
the original yaw I roll program on the HP-WOO 
minicomputer. Table 3 shows the execution speed 
ratio for the nine vehicle configurations simulated 
in this program. It ranges from a low of 74:1 for 
the 5-axle semi to a high of 250: 1 for the triples 
combinations. 

It was found during the course of modifYing the 
UMTRI yaw Iron program that there was a problem 
with the modelling of the pintle hook mechanism. 
The analysis assumed that with the pmtle hook 
arrangement, the trailing unit Is free to bounce, 
roll. yaw, and pitch with respect to the towing unit. 
Using this assumption. simulation of an A-train 
double tenn!n.ated after a few steps because of 
numerical problems in the integration process. 
Examination of the vehicle response revealed that 
there was an unstable pitch motion of the dolly, a 
direct result of the lack of a pintle hook vertical 
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5-ule 48 ft semi rearward amplification 
vs steer period 

FIGURE 22 
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constraL'1.t. The problem could be avoided for the 
first 8 s if the dolly centre of mass, axle, and fifth 
wheel placement were all assumed at the same 
longitudinal position. However, if the simulation 
was extended further. an "unexpected" rollover of 
the trailing unit occurred due to the dolly pitch 
motion, as shown in Figure 24 for an A~tram 
double undergoing a steady circular turn 
manoeuvre at a speed of 40 km/h. By imposing a 
vertical reaction at the pintle hook in the MTC 
program. the "unexpected" rolIover was sup
pressed. as shown in Figure 25 for the same 
manoeuvre. 
Table S - Simruation speed ratio of various 

configurations 

Vehicle co~i_o_I1 ____ S_i_m_w_a_ti_o_D_s..::.pe_e_d_r_a_t!_o_ 

5-axle 45 ft semi 

5-axle 48 ft semi 

6-axle 48 ft semi 

7 -axle 48 ft semi 

B-trafn double 

A-train double 

C-trn1n double 

A-train trlpie 

C-tmin trlple 

74 

74 

82 

90 

120 

144 

144 

250 

250 

A-train double, steady circular turn responses 

at 40 km/h (no vertical restraint) 

FIGURE 24 
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The result of this study has demonstrated the ef
fect of tire wear on the dtrectlonal response of the 
vehicle. It was observed that some of the tires at 
the rearmost axle of the 48 ft (14.63 m) sew..! 
developed an irregular wear pattern as a result of 
earlier tests in the 5- and 6-axle semi configura
tions. Thus, the tires ofthe 'i-axle 48 ft (14.63 m) 
semi had a somewhat dtlferent characteristic than 
the original tire data. The effect of this was 
demonstrated in the steady Circular turn 
manoeuvre, at which the Simulated response was 
higher than the test responses. Furthermore. 
some vehicle configurations were found to be 
much more sensitive to the tire characteristics 
than others. such as the B~train double and the 
7-axle 48 ft (14.63 m) semi. Proper data must be 
used to generate results that are representative of 
the actual vehicle responses. 

Even though efforts were made to select input data 
that were representative of the physical com
ponent. it was not possible to get the precise 
characteristics of all components because of a lack 
of measured data. The tractor front suspension 
compliances and tractor drive axle tire charac
teristics are two examples where no data were 
available, and the input characteristics were 
selected from e..~sting data that were considered 
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A-train double, steady circular turn responses 

at 40 km/h (with vertical restraint) 
FIGURE 25 



to come closest to the actual component, Data for 
the other suspension compliances and tire charac
teristics were selected from the genertc product 
(I 6). All of these may affect, to a certain extent, the 
directional and roH responses of the vehicle. 

Some vehicles experienced a significant drop in 
speed when they made the steady circular turn. 
Clearly. this affects the steer angle, lateral ac
celeration, yaw rate, and other responses. The 
s:lmulations all assumed steady initial speed 
through the manoeuvre. It. would have been pos
sible to enter t.he fOIWard speed as tabular input 
in the same way as the steer input. However, the 
Euler equations in the model assume a const.ant 
forward speed, and to pemtlt longitUdinal ac
celeration would have taken a great deal more ef
fort. than time permitted. Since longitudinal 
acceleration was low. it might have been a 
reasonable approximation to interpolate the "con
stant" speed in the same way as the steer input. 
but this was not tried. Because of these differen
ces, the path followed by the vehicle in the simula
tion often diverged quite far from the actual path. 
There was also divergence of the path followed by 
the vehicle in the Simulation from the actual path 
in the lane change manoeuvre. In this case, 
however, the divergence was due to small differen
ces in initial yaw angle and yaw rate, as well as 
vehicle slide. integrated over a fairly long period. 
Both of these divergences are a consequence of 
using the measured steer input. When it is neces
sa..ry- to Simulate a vehicle following a specific path, 
the yaw/roll program pemtlts the pat..iJ. to be 
specified and requires the use of its driver model 
in a closed-loop mode of operation (14). This fea
ture was not needed in this work. so was omitted 
to reduce memory requirements. 

When Simulation of a given test run was con
ducted using the measured steer input, certain 
responses were obtained which depended upon 
the model, its implementation as a computer 
program, and the input data which represent the 
subsystem and components. While the test 
responses may be different for the same operating 
condition because of small variations ill. steer 
input and random and non-random vartables, 
such as wind effect, tire wear, road friction charac
teristics. etc .. the computer program should give 
precisely the same results with the same input 
data. If the computer program is numerically 
stable, it is expected that a series of simulations, 
each using the steer input of a test run, would have 
similar variations to the varf-ation between test 
responses if the model a.,d data are reasonably 
representative of the actual vehicle. There remain, 

however, sample variations between tires and 
suspensions, for instance, and, possibly, assump
tions regarding quantities such as hitch and frame 
stlffnesses. It is legitimate to suppose that varia
tion in such data, over a range reasonable to rep~ 
resent the production and wear differences 
between these components, will result in differen
ces in responses that are not la...-ge when compared 
to the gross response. 

This type of comparison was not investigated in 
this work. Most test conditions were on..iy run 
twice, with further repetitions only when earlier 
runs were obviously defiCient. This was necessary 
to maintain schedule with a test program of this 
scope:. There was, then, no clear need to conduct 
parametric variations in the simulation, except as 
appeared necessary where assumed values were 
adjusted to improve the match between test and 
simulation in an overall sense. ThiS work has been 
concerned more with an overa1limpresston result
ing from nine vehicles in three manoeuvres and 
various test conditions than with a detailed and 
precise match for Just a few conditions. It is evi
dent that simulation results can be made to match 
test data from individual runs :If the proper data 
are used, whether that data are obtained by direct 
measurement or deduced, as necessary. to achieve 
a match. However, if genertc data result in a 
reasonable agreement for individual runs, say 
within the repeatability of individual test runs, 
and they also give the trend observed in test over 
a. number of runs, then this work creates con
fidence that the simulation is broadly applicable. 

6. CONCLUSiONS 

The UMTRI yaw froIl program has been success~ 
fully installed on the HP-WOO microcomputer at 
MTC. Simplification of the program code and 
utilization of the computer system's vector in
structions enabled the modmed program to ex
ecute in a reasonable time. 

The program was extended to allow simulation of 
triple trailer combinations up to a maximum of six 
vehicle units. By including the improved version 
of the B-dolly model developed at UMTRI, the MTC 
version is capable of simulating a C~trtple train 
with steerable axles. 

In spite of shortCOmings in the input data, and 
other details that cannot be, or have not been, rep
resented in the model, the yaw/roll program still 
provided a reasonable prediction of the dynamic 
responses for most of the vehicle configurations, 
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namely, the 5-axle 45 ft (13.72 m} and 48 it (14.63 
m) semis, A- and C-train doubles. and A- and C
train triples. in the sinusoidal steer and lane 
change manoeuvres over a wide range of speeds 
and steer periods. 

It was also demonstrated that if a better repre
sentation of the ttre characteristics at the tractor 
drive axles was used, the yaw lroll program was 
capable of predicting a fairly accurate response of 
the B-train double and the 6- and 1-axle 48 ft 
(14.63 m) sentltratiers in the sinusoidal steer and 
lane change manoeuvres and all vehicles except 
the 7-axle 48 ft (14.63 m) semi in the steady cir
cular turn. 

'This study has shown that. with the proper input 
data. the yaw I roll program can provide fairly ac
curate prediction of the directional and roll 
responses of a wide range of vehicle configurations 
under various steering manoeuvres and operating 
conditions. 
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